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Abstract. We describe formal verification of some of the key algorithms in the
Time-Triggered Architecture (TTA) for real-time safety-critical control applica-
tions. Some of these algorithms pose formidable challenges to current techniques
and have been formally verified only in simplified form or under restricted fault
assumptions. We describe what has been done and what remains to be done and
indicate some directions that seem promising for the remaining cases and for
increasing the automation that can be applied. We also describe the larger chal-
lenges posed by formal verification of the interaction of the constituent algorithms
and of their emergent properties.

1 Introduction

The Time-Triggered Architecture (TTA) provides an infrastructure for safety-critical
real-time control systems of the kind used in modern cars and airplanes. Concretely,
it comprises an interlocking suite of distributed algorithms for functions such as clock
synchronization and group membership, and their implementation in the form of TTA
controllers, buses, and hubs. The suite of algorithms is known as TTP/C (an adjunct
for non safety-critical applications is known as TTP/A) and was originally developed
by Kopetz and colleagues at the Technical University of Vienna [28]; its current spec-
ification and commercial realization are by TTTech of Vienna [75]. More abstractly,
TTA is part of a comprehensive approach to safety-critical real-time system design [25]
that centers on time-triggered operation [26] and includes notions such as “temporal
firewalls” [24] and “elementary” interfaces [27].

The algorithms of TTA are an exciting target for formal verification because they
are individually challenging and they interact in interesting ways. To practitioners and
developers of formal verification methods and their tools, these algorithms are excellent
test cases—first, to be able to verify them at all, then to be able to verify them with suffi-
cient automation that the techniques used can plausibly be transferred to nonspecialists
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for use in similar applications. For the developers and users of TTA, formal verifica-
tion provides valuable assurance for its safety-critical claims, and explication of the
assumptions on which these rest. As new versions of TTA and its implementations are
developed, there is the additional opportunity to employ formal methods in the design
loop.

TTA provides the functionality of a bus: host computers attach to TTA and are able
to exchange messages with other hosts; in addition, TTA provides certain services to
the hosts (e.g., an indication which other hosts and their interface controllers are partic-
ipating reliably in network protocols). Because it is used in safety-critical systems, TTA
must be fault tolerant: that is, it must continue to provide its services to nonfaulty hosts
in the presence of faulty hosts and in the presence of faults in its own components.
In addition, the services that it provides to hosts are chosen to ease the design and
construction of fault-tolerant applications (e.g., in an automobile brake-by-wire appli-
cation, each wheel has a brake that is controlled by its own host computer; the services
provided by TTA make it fairly simple to arrange a safe distributed algorithm in which
each host can adjust the braking force applied to its wheel to compensate for the failure
of one of the other brakes or its host).

Serious consideration of fault-tolerant systems requires careful identification of the
fault containment units (components that fail independently), fault hypotheses (the kind,
arrival rate, and total number of faults to be tolerated), and the type of fault tolerance to
be provided (e.g., what constitutes acceptable behavior in the presence of faults: fault
masking vs. fail silence, self stabilization, or never-give-up). The basic goal in verifying
a fault-tolerant algorithm is to prove

fault hypotheses satisfiedimpliesacceptable behavior.

Stochastic or other probabilistic and experimental methods must then establish that the
probability of the fault hypotheses being satisfied is sufficiently large to satisfy the
mission requirements.

In this short paper, it is not possible to provide much by way of background to the
topics adumbrated above, nor to discuss the design choices in TTA, but a suitable in-
troduction is available in a previous paper [54] (and in more detail in [55]). Neither is
it possible, within the limitations of this paper, to describe in detail the formal verifi-
cations that have already been performed for certain TTA algorithms. Instead, my goal
here is to provide an overview of these verifications, and some of their historical an-
tecedents, focusing on the importance of the exact fault hypotheses that are considered
for each algorithm and on the ways in which the different algorithms interact. I also
indicate techniques that increase the amount of automation that can be used in these
verifications, and suggest approaches that may be useful in tackling some of the chal-
lenges that still remain.

2 Clock Synchronization

As its full name indicates, the Time-Triggered Architecture uses the passage of time
to schedule its activity and to coordinate its distributed components. A fault tolerant
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distributed clock synchronization algorithm is therefore one of TTA’s fundamental ele-
ments.

Host computers attach to TTA through an interface controller that implements the
TTP/C protocol. I refer to the combination of a host and its TTA controller as anode.
Each controller contains an oscillator from which it derives its local notion of time (i.e.,
a clock). Operation of TTA is driven by a global schedule, so it is important that the
local clocks are always in close agreement. Drift in the oscillators causes the various
local clocks to drift apart so periodically (several hundred times a second) they must be
resynchronized. What makes this difficult is that some of the clocks may be faulty.

The clock synchronization algorithm used in TTA is a modification of the Welch-
Lynch (also known as Lundelius-Lynch) algorithm [78], which itself can be understood
as a particular case of the abstract algorithm described by Schneider [66]. Schneider’s
abstract algorithm operates as follows: periodically, the nodes decide that it is time to
resynchronize their clocks, each node determines the skews between its own clock and
those of other nodes, forms afault-tolerant averageof these values, and adjusts its own
clock by that amount.

An intuitive explanation for the general approach is the following. After a resyn-
chronization, all the nonfaulty clocks will be close together (this is the definition of
synchronization); by the time that they next synchronize, the nonfaulty clocks may have
drifted further apart, but the amount of drift is bounded (this is the definition of a good
clock); the clocks can be brought back together by setting them to some value close to
the middle of their spread. An “ordinary average” (e.g., the mean or median) over all
clocks may be affected by wild readings from faulty clocks (which, under aByzantine
fault hypothesis, may provide different readings to different observers), so we need a
“fault-tolerant average” that is insensitive to a certain number of readings from faulty
clocks.

The Welch-Lynch algorithm is characterized by use of thefault-tolerant midpointas
its averaging function. If we haven clocks and the maximum number of simultaneous
faults to be tolerated isk (3k < n), then the fault-tolerant midpoint is the average
of the k + 1’st andn − k’th clock skew readings, when these are arranged in order
from smallest to largest. If there are at mostk faulty clocks, then some reading from a
nonfaulty clock must be at least as small as thek + 1’st reading, and the reading from
another nonfaulty clock must be at least as great as then− k’th; hence, the average of
these two readings should be close to the middle of the spread of readings from good
clocks.

The TTA algorithm is basically the Welch-Lynch algorithm specialized fork = 1
(i.e., it tolerates a single fault): that is, clocks are set to the average of the2nd and
n − 1’st clock readings (i.e., the second-smallest and second-largest). This algorithm
works and tolerates a single arbitrary fault whenevern ≥ 4. TTA does not use dedicated
wires to communicate clock readings among the nodes attached to the network; instead,
it exploits the fact that communication is time triggered according to a global schedule.
When a nodea receives a message from a nodeb, it notes the reading of its local clock
and subtracts a fixed correction term to account for the network delay; the difference
between this adjusted clock reading and the time forb’s transmission that is indicated
in the global schedule yieldsa’s perception of the skew between clocksa andb.
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Not all nodes in a TTA system need have accurate oscillators (they are expensive),
so TTA’s algorithm is modified from Welch-Lynch to use only the clock skews from
nodes marked1 as having accurate oscillators. Analysis and verification of this variant
can be adapted straightforwardly from that of the basic algorithm. Unfortunately, TTA
adds another complication.

For scalability, an implementation on the Welch-Lynch algorithm should use data
structures that are independent of the number of nodes—i.e., it should not be necessary
for each node to store the clock difference readings for all (accurate) clocks. Clearly, the
second-smallest clock difference reading can be determined with just two registers (one
to hold the smallest and another for the second-smallest reading seen so far), and the
second-largest can be determined similarly, for a total of four registers per node. If TTA
used this approach, verification of its clock synchronization algorithm would follow
straightforwardly from that of Welch-Lynch. Instead, for reasons that are not described,
TTA does not consider all the accurate clocks when choosing the second-smallest and
second-largest, but just four of them.

The four clocks considered for synchronization are chosen as follows. First, TTA
is able to tolerate more than a single fault by reconfiguring to exclude nodes that are
detected to be faulty. This is accomplished by the group membership algorithm of TTA,
which is discussed in the following section.2 The four clocks considered for synchro-
nization are chosen from the members of the current membership; it is therefore es-
sential that group membership have the property that all nonfaulty nodes have the same
members at all times. Next, each node maintains a queue of four clock readings3; when-
ever a message is received from a node that is in the current membership and that has the
SYF field set, the clock difference reading is pushed on to the receiving node’s queue
(ejecting the oldest reading in the queue). Finally, when the current slot has the syn-
chronization field (CS) set in theMEDL, each node runs the synchronization algorithm
using the four clock readings stored in its queue.

Formal verification of the TTA algorithm requires more than simply verifying a
four-clocks version of the basic Welch-Lynch algorithm: for example, the chosen clocks
can change from one round to the next. However, verification of the basic algorithm
provides a foundation for the TTA case.

Formal verification of clock synchronization algorithms has quite a long history, be-
ginning with Rushby and von Henke’s verification [60] of the interactive convergence
algorithm of Lamport and Melliar Smith [32]; this is similar to the Welch-Lynch algo-
rithm, except that theegocentric meanis used as the fault-tolerant average. Shankar [70]
formally verified Schneider’s abstract algorithm and its instantiation for interactive con-
vergence. This formalization was subsequently improved by Miner (reducing the dif-
ficulty of the proof obligations needed to establish the correctness of specific instan-
tiations), who also verified the Welch-Lynch instantiation [38]. All these verifications
were undertaken with EHDM [61], a precursor to PVS [41]. The treatment developed by

1 By having theSYFfield set in theMEDL(the global schedule known to all nodes).
2 A node whose clock loses synchronization will suffer send and/or receive faults and will there-

fore be detected and excluded by the group membership algorithm.
3 It is described as a push-down stack in the TTP/C specification [75], but this seems to be an

error.
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Miner was translated to PVS and generalized (to admit nonaveraging algorithms such
as that of Srikanth and Toueg [73] that do not conform to Schneider’s treatment) by
Schwier and von Henke [69]. This treatment was then extended to the TTA algorithm
by Pfeifer, Schwier and von Henke [45]. The TTA algorithm is intended to operate in
networks where there are at least four good clocks, and it is able to mask any single
fault in this circumstance. Pfeifer, Schwier and von Henke’s verification establishes this
property. Additional challenges still remain, however.

In keeping with thenever give upphilosophy that is appropriate for safety-critical
applications, TTA should remain operational with less than four good clocks, though
“the requirement to handle a Byzantine fault is waived” [75, page 85]. It would be
valuable to characterize and formally verify the exact fault tolerance achieved in these
cases. One approach to achieving this would be to undertake the verification in the con-
text of a “hybrid” fault model such as that introduced for consensus by Thambidurai and
Park [74]. In a pure Byzantine fault model, all faults are treated as arbitrary: nothing
is assumed about the behavior of faulty components. A hybrid fault model introduces
additional, constrained kinds of faults and the verification is extended to examine the
behavior of the algorithm concerned under combinations of several faults of differ-
ent kinds. Thambidurai and Park’s model augments the Byzantine orarbitrary fault
model withmanifestandsymmetricfaults. A manifest fault is one that is consistently
detectable by all nonfaulty nodes; a symmetric fault is unconstrained, except that it ap-
pears the same to all nonfaulty nodes. Rushby reinterpreted this fault model for clock
synchronization and extended verification of the interactive convergence algorithm to
this more elaborate fault model [49]. He showed that the interactive convergence al-
gorithm withn nodes can withstanda arbitrary,s symmetric, andm manifest faults
simultaneously, providedn > 3a + 2s + m. Thus, a three-clock system using this
algorithm can withstand a symmetric fault or two manifest faults.

Rushby also extended this analysis tolink faults, which can be considered as asym-
metric and possibly intermittent manifest faults (i.e., nodea may obtain a correct read-
ing of nodeb’s clock while nodec obtains a detectably faulty reading). The fault toler-
ance of the algorithm is thenn > 3a + 2s + m + l wherel is the maximum, over all
pairs of nodes, of the number of nodes that have faulty links to one or other of the pair.

It would be interesting to extend formal verification of the TTA algorithm to this
fault model. Not only would this enlarge the analysis to cases where fewer than three
good clocks remain, but it could also provide a much simpler way to deal with the
peculiarities of the TTA algorithm (i.e., its use of queues of just four clocks). Instead of
explicitly modeling properties of the queues, we could, under a fault model that admits
link faults, imagine that the queues are larger and contain clock difference readings
from the full set of nodes, but that link faults reduce the number of valid readings
actually present in each queue to four (this idea was suggested by Holger Pfeifer). A
recent paper by Schmid [64] considers link faults for clock synchronization in a very
general setting, and establishes bounds on fault tolerance for both the Welch-Lynch and
Srikanth-Toueg algorithms and I believe this would be an excellent foundation for a
comprehensive verification of the TTA algorithm.

All the formal verifications of clock synchronizations mentioned above are “brute
force”: they are essentially mechanized reproductions of proofs originally undertaken
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by hand. The proofs depend heavily on arithmetic reasoning and can be formalized at
reasonable cost only with the aid of verification systems that provide effective mecha-
nization for arithmetic, such as PVS. Even these systems, however, typically mechanize
only linear arithmetic and require tediously many human-directed proof steps (or nu-
merous intermediate lemmas) to verify the formulas that arise in clock synchronization.
The new ICS decision procedures [16] developed for PVS include (incomplete) exten-
sions to nonlinear products and it will be interesting to explore the extent to which such
extensions simplify formal verification of clock synchronization algorithms.4 Even if
all the arithmetic reasoning were completely automated, current approaches to formal
verification of clock synchronization algorithms still depend heavily on human insight
and guidance. The problem is that the synchronization property is not inductive: it must
be strengthened by the conjunction of several other properties to achieve a property
that is inductive. These additional properties are intricate arithmetic statements whose
invention seems to require considerable human insight. It would be interesting to see if
modern methods for invariant discovery and strengthening [6,7,76] can generate some
of these automatically, or if the need for them could be sidestepped using reachability
analysis on linear hybrid automata.

All the verifications described above deal with the steady-state case; initial syn-
chronization is quite a different challenge. Note that (re)initialization may be required
during operation if the system suffers a massive failure (e.g., due to powerful electro-
magnetic effects), so it must be fast. The basic idea is that a node that detects no activity
on the bus for some time will assume that initialization is required and it will broadcast a
wakeup message: nodes that receive the message will synchronize to it. Of course, other
nodes may make the same determination at about the same time and may send wakeup
messages that collide with others. In these cases, nodes back off for (different) node-
specific intervals and try again. However, it is difficult to detect collisions with perfect
accuracy and simple algorithms can lead to existence of groups of nodes synchronized
within themselves but unaware of the existence of the other groups. All of these com-
plications must be addressed in a context where some nodes are faulty and may not
be following (indeed, may be actively disrupting) the intended algorithm. The latest
version of TTA uses a star topology and the initialization algorithm is being revised to
exploit some additional safeguards that the central guardian makes possible [42]. Veri-
fication of initialization algorithms is challenging because, as clearly explained in [42],
the essential purpose of such an algorithm is to cause a transition between two models
of computation: from asynchronous to synchronous. Formal explication of this issue,
and verification of the TTA initialization algorithm, are worthwhile endeavors for the
future.

3 Transmission Window Timing

Synchronized clocks and a global schedule ensure that nonfaulty nodes broadcast their
messages in disjoint time slots: messages sent by nonfaulty nodes are guaranteed not

4 It is not enough to mechanize real arithmetic on its own; it must be combined with inequali-
ties, integer linear arithmetic, equality over uninterpreted function symbols and several other
theories [50].
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to collide on the bus. A faulty node, however, could broadcast at any time—it could
even broadcast constantly (thebabbling failure mode). This fault is countered by use
of a separate fault containment unit called aguardianthat has independent knowledge
of the time and the schedule: a message sent by one node will reach others only if the
guardian agrees that it is indeed scheduled for that time.

Now, the sending node, the guardian, and each receiving node have synchronized
clocks, but there must be some slack in the time window they assign to each slot so
that good messages are not truncated or rejected due to clock skew within the bounds
guaranteed by the synchronization algorithm. The design rules used in TTA are the
following, whereΠ is the maximum clock skew between synchronized components.

– The receive window extends from the beginning of the slot to4Π beyond its allot-
ted duration.

– Transmission begins2Π units after the beginning of the slot and should last no
longer than the allotted duration.

– The bus guardian for a transmitter opens its windowΠ units after the beginning of
the slot and closes it3Π beyond its allotted duration.

These rules are intended to ensure the following requirements.

Agreement: If any nonfaulty node accepts a transmission, then all nonfaulty nodes do.
Validity: If any nonfaulty node transmits a message, then all nonfaulty nodes will ac-

cept the transmission.
Separation: messages sent by nonfaulty nodes or passed by nonfaulty guardians do

not arrive before other components have finished the previous slot, nor after they
have started the following one.

Formal specification and verification of these properties is a relatively straightfor-
ward exercise. Description of a formal treatment using PVS is available as a technical
report [57].

4 Group Membership

The clock synchronization algorithm tolerates only a single (arbitrary) fault. Additional
faults are tolerated by diagnosing the faulty node and reconfiguring to exclude it. This
diagnosis and reconfiguration is performed by thegroup membershipalgorithm of TTA,
which ensures that each TTA node has a record of which nodes are currently partici-
pating correctly in the TTP/C protocol. In addition to supporting the internal fault tol-
erance of TTA, membership information is made available as a service to applications;
this supports the construction of relatively simple, but correct, strategies for tolerating
faults at the application level. For example, in an automobile brake-by-wire application,
the node at each wheel can adjust its braking force to compensate for the failure (as in-
dicated in the membership information) of the node or brake at another wheel. For such
strategies to work, it is obviously necessary that the membership information should be
reliable, and that the application state of nonmembers should be predictable (e.g., the
brake is fully released).
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Group membership is a distributed algorithm: each node maintains a privatemem-
bershiplist, which records all the nodes that it believes to be nonfaulty. Reliability of
the membership information is characterized by the following requirements.

Agreement: The membership lists of all nonfaulty nodes are the same.
Validity: The membership lists of all nonfaulty nodes contain all nonfaulty nodes and

at most one faulty node (we cannot require immediate removal of faulty nodes
because a fault must be manifested before it can be diagnosed).

These requirements can be satisfied only under restricted fault hypotheses. For example,
validity cannot be satisfied if new faults arrive too rapidly, and it is provably impossible
to diagnose an arbitrary-faulty node with certainty. When unable to maintain accurate
membership, the best recourse is to maintain agreement, but sacrifice validity. This
weakened requirement is calledclique avoidance.

Two additional properties also are desirable in a group membership algorithm.

Self-diagnosis: faulty nodes eventually remove themselves from their own member-
ship lists and fail silently (i.e., cease broadcasting).

Reintegration: it should be possible for excluded but recovered nodes to determine
the current membership and be readmitted.

TTA operates as a broadcast bus (even though the recent versions are stars topo-
logically); the global schedule executes as a repetitive series ofrounds, and each node
is allocated a broadcast slot in each round. The fault hypothesis of the membership
algorithm is a benign one: faults must arrive two or more rounds apart, and must be
symmetric in their manifestations: eitherall or exactlyonenode may fail to receive
a broadcast message (the former is called asendfault, the latter areceivefault). The
membership requirements would be relatively easy to satisfy if each node were to at-
tach a copy of its membership list to each message that it broadcasts. Unfortunately,
since messages are typically very short, this would use rather a lot of bandwidth (and
bandwidth was a precious commodity in early implementations of TTA), so the algo-
rithm must operate with less explicit information and nodes must infer the state and
membership of other nodes through indirect means. This operates as follows.

Each active TTA node maintains a membership list of those nodes (including itself)
that it believes to be active and operating correctly. Each node listens for messages from
other nodes and updates its membership list according to the information that it receives.
The time-triggered nature of the protocol means that each node knows when to expect a
message from another node, and it can therefore detect the absence of such a message.
Each message carries a CRC checksum that encodes information about its sender’sC-
State, which includes its local membership list. To infer the local membership of the
sender of a message, receivers must append their estimate of that membership (and
other C-state information) to the message and then check whether the calculated CRC
matches that sent with the message. It is not feasible (or reliable) to try all possible
memberships, so receivers perform the check against just their own local membership,
and one or two variants.

Transmission faults are detected as follows: each broadcaster listens for the mes-
sage from itsfirst successor(roughly speaking, this will be the next node to broadcast)
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to check whether it suffered a transmission fault: this will be indicated by its exclusion
from the membership list of the message from its first successor. However, this indica-
tion is ambiguous: it could be the result of a transmission fault by the original broad-
caster, or of a receive fault by the successor. Nodes use the local membership carried by
the message from theirsecond successorto resolve this ambiguity: a membership that
excludes the original broadcaster but includes the first successor indicates a transmis-
sion fault by the original broadcaster, and one that includes the original broadcaster but
excludes the first successor indicates a receive fault by the first successor.

Nodes that suffer receive faults could diagnose themselves in a similar way: their
local membership lists will differ from those of nonfaulty nodes, so their next broadcast
will be rejected by both their successors. However, the algorithm actually performs this
diagnosis differently. Each node maintainsacceptandrejectcounters that are initialized
to 1 and 0, respectively, following its own broadcast. Incoming messages that indicate
a membership matching that of the receiver cause the receiver to increment its accept
count; others (i.e., those that indicate a different membership or that are considered
invalid for other reasons) cause it to increment its reject count. Before broadcasting,
each node compares its accept and reject counts and shuts down unless the former is
greater than the latter.

Formal verification of this algorithm is difficult. We wish to prove that agreement
and validity are invariants of the algorithm (i.e., they are true of all reachable states), but
it is difficult to do this directly (because it is hard to characterize the reachable states).
So, instead, we try to prove a stronger property: namely, that agreement and validity
are inductive(that is, true of the initial states and preserved by all steps of the algo-
rithm). The general problem with this approach to verification of safety properties of
distributed algorithms is that natural statements of the properties of interest are seldom
inductive. Instead, it is necessary to strengthen them by conjoining additional proper-
ties until they become inductive. The additional properties typically are discovered by
examining failed proofs and require human insight.

Before details of the TTA group membership algorithm were known, Katz, Lin-
coln, and Rushby published a different algorithm for a similar problem, together with
an informal proof of its correctness [23] (I will call this the “WDAG” algorithm). A
flaw in this algorithm for the special case of three nodes was discovered independently
by Shankar and by Creese and Roscoe [12] and considerable effort was expended in
attempts to formally verify the corrected version. A suitable method was found by
Rushby [53] who used it to formally verify the WDAG algorithm, but used a sim-
plified algorithm (called the “CAV” algorithm) to explicate the method in [53]. The
method is based on strengthening a putative safety property into adisjunctionof “con-
figurations” that can easily be proved to be inductive. Configurations can be constructed
systematically and transitions among them have a natural diagrammatic representation
that conveys insight into the operation of the algorithm. Pfeifer subsequently used this
method to verify validity, agreement, and self-diagnosis for the full TTA membership
algorithm [44] (verification of self-diagnosis is not described in the paper).

Although the method just described is systematic, it does require considerable hu-
man interaction and insight, so more automatic methods are desirable. All the group
membership algorithms mentioned (CAV, WDAG, TTA) aren-process algorithms (so-
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calledparameterized systems), so one attractive class of methods seeks to reduce the
general case to some fixed configuration (say four processes) of an abstracted algo-
rithm that can be model checked. Creese and Roscoe [12] report an investigation along
these lines for the WDAG algorithm. The difficulty in such approaches is that proving
that the abstracted algorithm is faithful to the original is often as hard as the direct proof.

An alternative is toconstructthe abstracted algorithm using automated theorem
proving so that the result is guaranteed to be sound, but possibly too conservative. These
methods are widely used for predicate [62] and data [11] abstraction (both methods are
implemented in PVS using a generalization of the technique described in [63]), and have
been applied ton-process examples [71]. The precision of an abstraction is determined
by the guidance provided to the calculation (e.g., which predicates to abstract on) and
by the power of the automated deduction methods that are employed.5 The logic called
WS1S is very attractive in this regard, because it is very expressive (it can represent
arithmetic and set operations on integers) and it is decidable [14]. The method imple-
mented in the PAX tool [4,5] performs automated abstraction of parameterized specifi-
cations modeled in WS1S. Application of the tool to the CAV group membership pro-
tocol is described on the PAX web page athttp://www.informatik.uni-kiel.

de/˜kba/pax/examples.html . The abstraction yields a finite-state system that can
be examined by model checking. I conjecture that extension of this method to the TTA
algorithm may prove difficult because the counters used in that algorithm add an extra
unbounded dimension.

The design of TTA (and particularly of the central guardian) is intended to mini-
mize violations of the benign fault hypothesis of the group membership algorithm. But
we cannot guarantee absence of such violations, so the membership algorithm is but-
tressed by a clique avoidance algorithm (it would better be called a clique elimination
algorithm) that sacrifices validity but maintains agreement under weakened fault hy-
potheses. Clique avoidance is actually a subalgorithm of the membership algorithm: it
comprises just the part that manages the accept and reject counters and that causes a
node to shut down prior to a broadcast unless its accept count exceeds its reject count at
that point. The clique avoidance algorithm can be analyzed either in isolation or, more
accurately, in the presence of the rest of the membership algorithm (this is, the part that
deals with the first and second successor).

Beyond the benign fault hypothesis lieasymmetricfaults (where more than one
but less than all nodes fail to receive a broadcast correctly), andmultiple faults, which
are those that arrive less than two rounds apart. These hypotheses all concern loss of
messages; additional hypotheses includeprocessorfaults, where nodes fail to follow
the algorithm, andtransient faults, where nodes have their state corrupted (e.g., by
high-intensity radiation) but otherwise follow the algorithm correctly.

Bauer and Paulitsch [3] describe the clique avoidance algorithm and give an in-
formal proof that it tolerates a single asymmetric fault. Their analysis includes the ef-
fects of the rest of the membership algorithm. Bouajjani and Merceron [8] prove that
the clique avoidance algorithm, considered in isolation, tolerates multiple asymmetric

5 In this context, automated deduction methods are used in afailure-tolerantmanner, so that
if the methods fail to prove a true theorem, the resulting abstraction will be sound, but more
conservative than necessary.
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faults; they also describe an abstraction for then-node,k-faults parameterized case that
yields a counter automaton. Reachability is decidable for this class of systems, and
experiments are reported with two automated verifiers for thek = 1 case.

For transient faults, I conjecture that the most appropriate framework for analysis is
that of self-stabilization [68]. An algorithm is said to beself-stabilizingif it converges
to a stable “good” state starting from an arbitrary initial state. The arbitrary initial state
can be one caused by an electromagnetic upset (e.g., that changes the values of the
accept and reject counters), or by other faults outside the benign fault hypotheses.

An attractive treatment of self-stabilization is provided by the “Detectors and Cor-
rectors” theory of Arora and Kulkarni. The full theory [2, 31] is comprehensive and
more than is needed for my purposes, so I present a simplified and slightly modified
version that adapts the important insights of the original formulation to the problem at
hand.

We assume some “base” algorithmM whose purpose is to maintain an invariant
S: that is, if the (distributed) system starts in a state satisfying the predicateS, then
execution ofM will maintain that property. In our case,M is the TTA group mem-
bership algorithm, andS is the conjunction of the agreement and validity properties.
M corresponds to what Arora and Kulkarni call the “fault-intolerant” program, but in
our context it is actually a fault-tolerant algorithm in its own right. This aspect of the
system’s operation can be specified by the Hoare formula

{S}M ||F {S}

whereF is a “fault injector” that characterizes the fault hypothesis of the base algorithm
andM ||F denotes the concurrent execution ofM andF .

Now, a transient fault can take the system to some state not satisfyingS, and at this
point our hope is that a “corrector” algorithmC will take over and somehow cause the
system to converge to a state satisfyingS, where the base algorithm can take over again.
We can represent this by the following formula

C |= 3S

where3 is theeventuallymodality of temporal logic.
In our case,C is the TTA clique avoidance algorithm. So far we have treatedM and

C separately but, as noted previously, they must actually run concurrently, so we really
require

{S} C||M ||F {S}
and

C||M ||F |= 3S.

The presence ofF in the last of these represents the fact that although the disturbance
that took the system to an arbitrary state is assumed to have passed when convergence
begins, the standard, benign fault hypothesis still applies.

To ensure the first of these formulas, we need thatC does not interfere withM—
that is, thatC||M behaves the same asM (and henceC||M ||F behaves the same as
M ||F ). A very direct way to ensure this is forC actually to be a subalgorithm ofM—
for thenC||M is the same asM . As we have already seen later, this is the case in TTA,
where the clique avoidance algorithm is just a part of the membership algorithm.
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A slight additional complication is that the corrector may not be able to restore the
system to the ideal condition characterized byS, but only to some “safe” approximation
to it, characterized byS′. This is the case in TTA, where clique avoidance sacrifices
validity. Our formulas therefore become the following.

{S} C||M ||F {S} (1)

{S′} C||M ||F {S′ ∨ S}, and S ⊃ S′ (2)

and
C||M ||F |= 3S′. (3)

The challenge is formally to verify these three formulas. Concretely, (1) is accom-
plished for TTA by Pfeifer’s verification [44] (and potentially, in more automated form,
by extensions to the approaches of [4,8]), (2) should require little more than an adjust-
ment to those proofs, and the hard case is (3). Bouajjani and Merceron’s analysis [8]
can be seen as establishing

C |= 3S′

for the restricted case where the arbitrary initial state is one produced by the occurrence
of multiple, possibly asymmetric faults in message transmission or reception. The gen-
eral case must consider the possibility that the initial state is produced by some outside
disturbance that sets the counters and flags of the algorithm to arbitrary values (I have
formally verified this case for a simplified algorithm), and must also consider the pres-
ence ofM andF . Formal verification of this general case is an interesting challenge for
the future. Kulkarni [30, 31] has formally specified and verified the general detectors
and correctors theory in PVS, and this provides a useful framework in which to develop
the argument.

A separate topic is to examine the consequences of giving up validity in order to
maintain agreement under the clique avoidance algorithm. Under the never give up
philosophy, it is reasonable to sacrifice one property rather than lose all coordination
when the standard fault hypothesis is violated, but some useful insight may be gained
through an attempt to formally characterize the possible behaviors in these cases.

Reintegration has so far been absent from the discussion. A node that diagnoses a
problem in its own operation will drop out of the membership, perform diagnostic tests
and, if these are satisfactory (indicating that the original fault was a transient event),
attempt to reintegrate itself into the running system. This requires that the node first
(re)synchronizes its clock to the running system, then acquires the current membership,
and then “speaks up” at its next slot in the schedule. There are potential difficulties here:
for example, a broadcast by a nodea may be missed by a nodeb whose membership
is used to initialize a reintegrating nodec; rejection of its message byb and c then
causes the good nodea to shut down. This scenario is excluded by the requirement that
a reintegrating node must correctly receive a certain number of messages before it may
broadcast itself. Formal examination of reintegration scenarios is another interesting
challenge for the future.
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5 Interaction of Clock Synchronization and Group Membership

Previous sections considered clock synchronization and group membership in isola-
tion but noted that, in reality, they interact: synchronization depends on membership to
eliminate nodes diagnosed as faulty, while membership depends on synchronization to
create the time-triggered round structure on which its operation depends. Mutual de-
pendence of components on the correct operation of each other is generally formalized
in terms of assume-guarantee reasoning, first introduced by Chandy and Misra [39] and
Jones [22]. The idea is to show that componentX1 guarantees certain propertiesP1 on
the assumption that componentX2 delivers certain propertiesP2, andvice versafor
X2, and then claim that the composition ofX1 andX2 guaranteesP1 andP2 uncon-
ditionally. This kind of reasoning appears—and indeed is—circular in thatX1 depends
onX2 andvice versa. The circularity can lead to unsoundness and there has been much
research on the formulation of rules for assume-guarantee reasoning that are both sound
and useful. Different rules may be compared according to the kinds of system models
and specification they support, the extent to which they lend themselves to mechanized
analysis, and the extent to which they are preserved under refinement (i.e., the circum-
stances under whichX1 can be replaced by an implementation that may do more than
X1).

Closer examination of the circular dependency in TTA reveals that it is not circular if
the temporal evolution of the system is taken into consideration: clock synchronization
in roundt depends on group membership in roundt−1, which in turn depends on clock
synchronization in roundt − 2 and so on. McMillan [37] has introduced an assume-
guarantee rule that seems appropriate to this case. McMillan’s rule can be expressed as
follows, whereH is a “helper” property (which can be simplytrue), 2 is the “always”
modality of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), andp � q (“ p constrainsq”) means that if
p is always true up to timet, thenq holds at timet+ 1 (i.e.,p fails beforeq), where we
interpret time as rounds.

〈H〉X1〈P2 � P1〉
〈H〉X2〈P1 � P2〉

〈H〉 X1||X2 〈2(P1 ∧ P2)〉
(4)

Notice thatp � q can be written as the LTL formula¬(pU¬q), whereU is the LTL
“until” operator. This means that the antecedent formulas can be established by LTL
model checking if the transition relations forX1 andX2 are finite.

I believe the soundness of the circular interaction between the clock synchronization
and group membership algorithms of TTA can be formally verified using McMillan’s
rule. To carry this out, we need to import the proof rule (4) into the verification frame-
work employed—and for this we probably need to embed the semantics of the rule into
the specification language concerned. McMillan’s presentation of the rule only sketches
the argument for its soundness; a more formal treatment is given by Namjoshi and Tre-
fler [40], but it is not easy reading and does not convey the basic intuition. Rushby [56]
presents an embedding of LTL in the PVS specification language and formally verifies
the soundness of the rule. The specification and proof are surprisingly short and provide
a good demonstration of the power and convenience of the PVS language and prover.
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Using this foundation to verify the interaction between the clock synchronization
and group membership algorithms of TTA remains a challenge for the future. Observe
that such an application of assume-guarantee reasoning has rather an unusual character:
conventionally, the components in assume-guarantee reasoning are viewed as separate,
peer processes, whereas here they are distributed algorithms that form part of a protocol
hierarchy (with membership above synchronization).

6 Emergent Properties

Clock synchronization, transmission window timing, and group membership are im-
portant properties, but what makes TTA useful are not the individual properties of its
constituent algorithms, but the emergent properties that come about through their com-
bination. These emergent properties are understood by the designers and advocates of
TTA, but they have not been articulated formally in ways that are fully satisfactory, and
I consider this the most important and interesting of the tasks that remain in the formal
analysis of TTA.

I consider the three “top level” properties of TTA to be the time-triggered model of
computation, support for application-independent fault tolerance, and partitioning. The
time-triggered model of computation can be construed narrowly or broadly. Narrowly,
it is a variant on the notion of synchronous system [35]: these are distributed computer
systems where there are known upper bounds on the time that it takes nonfaulty pro-
cessors to perform certain operations, and on the time that it takes for a message sent
by one nonfaulty processor to be received by another. The existence of these bounds
simplifies the development of fault-tolerant systems because nonfaulty processes exe-
cuting a common algorithm can use the passage of time to predict each others’ progress,
and the absence of expected messages can be detected. This property contrasts with
asynchronous systems, where there are no upper bounds on processing and message
delays, and where it is therefore provably impossible to achieve certain forms of con-
sistent knowledge or coordinated action in the presence of even simple faults [9, 17].
Rushby [52] presents a formal verification that a system possessing the synchronization
and scheduling mechanisms of TTA can be used to create the abstraction of a syn-
chronous system. An alternative model, closer to TTA in that it does not abstract out
the real-time behavior, is that of the language Giotto [19] and it would be interesting to
formalize the connection between TTA and Giotto.

More broadly construed, the notion of time-triggered system encompasses a whole
philosophy of real-time systems design—notably that espoused by Kopetz [25]. Kopetz’
broad conception includes a distinction betweencompositeandelementaryinterfaces
[27] and the notion of atemporal firewall[24].

A time-triggered system does not merely schedule activity within nodes, it also
manages the reliable transmission of messages between them. Messages obviously
communicate data between nodes (and the processes within them) but they may also,
through their presence or absence and through the data that they convey, influence the
flow of control within a node or process (or, more generically, a component). An impor-
tant insight is that one component should not allow another to control its own progress.
Suppose, for example, that the guarantees delivered by componentX1 are quite weak,
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such as, “this buffer may sometimes contain recent data concerning parameterA.” An-
other componentX2 that uses this data must be prepared to operate when recent data
aboutA is unavailable (at least fromX1). It might seem that predictability and simplic-
ity would be enhanced if we were to ensure that the flow of data aboutA is reliable—
perhaps using a protocol involving acknowledgments. But in fact, contrary to this intu-
ition, such a mechanism would greatly increase the coupling between components and
introduce more complicated failure propagations. For example,X1 could block wait-
ing for an acknowledgment fromX2 that may never come ifX2 has failed, thereby
propagating the failure fromX2 toX1. Kopetz [27] defines interfaces that involve such
bidirectional flow of control as composite and argues convincingly that they should be
eschewed in favor of elementary interfaces in which control flow is unidirectional.

The need for elementary interfaces leads to protocols for nonblocking asynchronous
communication that nonetheless ensure timely transmission and mutual exclusion (i.e.,
no simultaneous reading and writing of the same buffer). In computer science, these
are known as lock- and wait-free atomic register constructions ( [1] is a convenient
survey, focussing on the work of Lamport, who first introduced the topic), but similar
constructions were developed independently in the avionics and real-time communi-
ties. The best-known of these is the four-slot protocol of Simpson [72]. Formal anal-
yses of Simpson’s protocol have been developed by Clark [10] (using Petri nets), by
Rushby [59] (using model checking), and by Henderson and Paynter [18] (using PVS).
Hesselink [21] have verified some atomic register constructions from the computer sci-
ence literature using ACL2.

TTA uses a protocol called NBW (nonblocking write) [29] whose wait-free element
was inspired by Simpson’s algorithm, and whose lock-free construction is that of Lam-
port [33]. It would be useful to undertake a formal examination of NBW (which is used
in the Communication Network Interface (CNI) that provides communication between
hosts and their TTA controllers), particularly since Simpson’s algorithm requires atomic
control registers, and Rushby’s analysis [59] shows that it fails when this (very strong)
assumption is violated.

The larger issue of formally characterizing composite and elementary interfaces has
not yet been tackled, to my knowledge. It is debatable whether formalization of these
notions is best performed as part of a broad treatment of time-triggered systems, or
as part of an orthogonal topic concerned with application-independent fault tolerance.
Temporal firewalls, another element in Kopetz’ comprehensive philosophy [24], seem
definitely to belong in the treatment of fault tolerance. The standard way to commu-
nicate a sensor sample is to package it with a timestamp: then the consuming process
can estimate the “freshness” of the sample. But surely the useful lifetime of a sample
depends on the accuracy of the original reading and on the dynamics of the parameter
being measured—and these factors are better known to the process doing the sensing
than to the process that consumes the sample. So, argues Kopetz, it is better to turn the
timestamp around, so that it indicates the “must use by” time, rather than the time at
which the sample was taken. This is the idea of the temporal firewall, which exists in
two variants. Aphase-insensitivesensor sample is provided with a time and a guaran-
tee that the sampled value is accurate (with respect to a specification published by the
process that provides it) until the indicated time. For example, suppose that engine oil
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temperature may change by at most 1% of its range per second, that its sensor is com-
pletely accurate, and that the data is to be guaranteed to 0.5%. Then the sensor sample
will be provided with a time 500 ms ahead of the instant when it was sampled, and the
receiver will know that it is safe to use the sampled value until the indicated time. A
phase-sensitivetemporal firewall is used for rapidly changing parameters; in addition to
sensor sample and time, it provides the parameters needed to perform state estimation.
For example, along with sampled crankshaft angle, it may supply RPM, so that angle
may be estimated more accurately at the time of use.

The advantage of temporal firewalls is that they allow some of the downstream pro-
cessing (e.g., sensor fusion) to become less application dependent. Temporal firewalls
are consistent with modern notions ofsmart sensorsthat co-locate computing resources
with the sensor. Such resources allow a sensor to return additional information, includ-
ing an estimate of the accuracy of its own reading. An attractive way to indicate (con-
fidence in) the accuracy of a sensor reading is to return two values (both packaged in
a temporal firewall) indicating the upper and lower 95% (say) confidence interval. If
several such intervals are available from redundant sensors, then an interesting ques-
tion is how best to combine (orfuse) them. Marzullo [36] introduces the sensor fusion
function

⋂
f,n(S) for this problem; Rushby formally verifies the soundness of this con-

struction (i.e., the fused interval always contains the correct value) [58]. A weakness
of Marzullo’s function is that it lacks the “Lipschitz Condition”: small changes in in-
put sensor readings can sometimes produce large changes in its output. Schmid and
Schossmaier [65] have recently introduced an improved fusion functionFfn (S) that
does satisfy the Lipschitz condition, and is optimal among all such functions. It would
be interesting to verify formally the properties of this function.

Principled fault tolerance requires not only that redundant sensor values are fused
effectively, but that all redundant consumers agree on exactly the same values; this is
the notion ofreplica determinism[46] that provides the foundation forstate machine
replication [67] and other methods for application-independent fault tolerance based
on exact-match voting. Replica determinism in its turn depends oninteractively consis-
tentmessage passing: that is, message passing in which all nonfaulty recipients obtain
the same value [43], even if the sender and some of the intermediaries in the transmis-
sion are faulty (this is also known as the problem ofByzantine Agreement[34]). It is
well known [35] that interactive consistency cannot be achieved in the presence of a
single arbitrary fault with less than two rounds of information exchange (one to dissem-
inate the values, and one to cross-check), yet TTA sends each message in only a single
broadcast. How can we reconcile this practice with theory? I suggest in [55] that the
interaction of message broadcasts with the group membership algorithm (which can be
seen as a continuously interleaving two-round algorithm) in TTA achieves a “Draconian
consensus” in which agreement is enforced by removal of any members that disagree.
It would be interesting to subject this idea to formal examination, and to construct an
integrated formal treatment for application-level fault tolerance in TTA similar to those
previously developed for classical state machine replication [48,13].

The final top-level property is the most important for safety-critical applications;
it is calledpartitioning and it refers to the requirement that faults in one component
of TTA, or in one application supported by TTA, must not propagate to other compo-
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nents and applications, and must not affect the operation of nonfaulty components and
applications, other than through loss of the services provided by the failed elements.
It is quite easy to develop a formal statement of partitioning—but only in the absence
of the qualification introduced in the final clause of the previous sentence (see [51] for
an extended discussion of this topic). In the absence of communication, partitioning is
equivalent to isolation and this property has a long history of formal analysis in the se-
curity community [47] and has been adapted to include the real-time attributes that are
important in embedded systems [79]. In essence, formal statements of isolation state
that the behavior perceived by one component is entirely unchanged by the presence or
absence of other components. When communication between components is allowed,
this simple statement no longer suffices, for ifX1 supplies input toX2, then absence
of X1 certainly changes the behavior perceived byX2. What we want to say is that
theonly change perceived byX2 is that due to the faulty or missing data supplied by
X1 (i.e.,X1 must not be able to interfere withX2’s communication with other com-
ponents, nor write directly into its memory, and so on). To my knowledge, there is no
fully satisfactory formal statement of this interpretation of partitioning.

It is clear that properties of the TTA algorithms and architecture are crucial to par-
titioning (e.g., clock synchronization, the global schedule, existence of guardians, the
single-fault assumption, and transmission window timing are all needed to stop a faulty
node violating partitioning by babbling on the bus), and there are strong informal ar-
guments (backed by experiment) that these properties are sufficient [55], but to my
knowledge there is as yet no comprehensive formal treatment of this argument.

7 Conclusion

TTA provides several challenging formal verification problems. Those who wish to
develop or benchmark new techniques or tools can find good test cases among the al-
gorithms and requirements of TTA. However, I believe that the most interesting and
rewarding problems are those that concern the interactions of several algorithms, and it
is here that new methods of compositional analysis and verification are most urgently
needed. Examples include the interaction between the group membership and clique
avoidance algorithms and their joint behavior under various fault hypotheses, the mu-
tual interdependence of clock synchronization and group membership, and the top-level
properties that emerge from the collective interaction of all the algorithms and architec-
tural attributes of TTA. Progress on these fronts will not only advance the techniques
and tools of formal methods, but will strengthen and deepen ties between the formal
methods and embedded systems communities, and make a valuable contribution to as-
surance for the safety-critical systems that are increasingly part of our daily lives.
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